Saturn vue headlight bulb

Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows you to replace the headlight in
your Saturn Vue. Changing both headlight bulbs on your Vue at the same time will allow both
bulbs to have the same intensity and prevent the new headlight bulb from appearing brighter
than the bulb on the opposite side. In some Saturns, the highbeam is the same bulb as the
headlight and it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be burnt out even if they
are the same bulb and vise versa. Some Saturns have high intensity discharge headlights,
sometimes referred to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high voltage that runs through
them, even if the battery is disconnected. If your Vue has this type of bulb, we do not
recommend that you attempt to change it yourself. When you change the headlight on your Vue,
it is important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your
fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of
the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. Do you ever get into your friend's car and notice a bad smell? A dirty cabin air filter
could be the culprit. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace fog lights. Don't be caught in
the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. Replace your air filter! Isn't efficiency great? Change a tail
light. The burnt out tail light: classic reason for a cop to pull you over - change yours now. Bad
odors inside? Check this. See all videos for the Saturn Vue. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given
below only. Item Description Note: wholesale!!! Products can be wholesale!!! If you have any
needs, please send us a message to contact us. Please check the Correct bulb size of your
vechicle. Thank you! Beam Angel: Degrees4. High quality Aluminum heat dissipation ensures
the secure temperature range7. Shakeproof and Long lasting up to 50, Hours. Easy installation,
Plug and Play, NO modification required LED lights than traditional halogen energy, more
power. Xenon lamp brightness and proximity , but the LED lights light up without delay, to
enhance road safety. Fast cooling , the appearance of the most advanced design , thermal
structure ingenious and reasonable. Less warranty, power driver with wide voltage constant
current mode , the car can respond to a variety of voltage instability , the effective protection of
normal use Led efficient and simple structure. Heating temperature is low , protect the car. LED
car headlights simple structure, fewer parts than xenon lamps, significantly lower than the
xenon lamp failure rates! Automotive LED headlamps color temperature balancing. The Xenon
bulbs in the same color to clear , about KK. Install Caution 1. As a safety precaution, make sure
that the car has had time to cool down properly before starting the installation process. Put the
vehicle into park or make sure it is securely in gear. Make sure to have the ignition turned off
and the keys removed. Be careful to avoid burns, especially when turning on or off the vehicles
lighting. Be careful to avoid crushing or cutting the bulbs. Also make sure to not touch the
bulbs with your fingers, as this will cause blotting. Fully examine the connection of the contact
points, ports and the wires as faulty connections can cause lighting problems. Make certain that
the end of the bulb does not come in contact with the interior light shield of the headlight when
adjusting the bulb. One side could not work? Pls kindly noted that your car need a resistor
Cancelers Decoders, you can contact our customer service for help 4. My bulb type is H7, but
the one you sent could not fit? Pls kindly noted that your car need a bulb holder to lock the
bulb, you can get one from ebay according to you vehicle model 5. My bulb type is H1, but there
is only one clip on my bulb and the one you sent has two clip Pls kindly noted that different cars
have different connection way, which some have both positive and negative electrode, while
some just have positive electrode Shipping Policy. Accept PayPal only. Ship to USA only.
Orders processed within 48 hours after payment verification exclude Weekend. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information brandon Contact seller. Visit store.
See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch
list. Watch list is full. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. California, United

States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save with this
special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the
additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close this window and add these items
to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab.
This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the
resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to
My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This
part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops,
something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information
contained in this table have been provided by brandon Shipping and handling. The seller has
not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab
and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid
ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 3 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 3. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does
not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more.
Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. This is a private listing and your identity will
not be disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home
page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. My bulb type is
H1, but there is only one clip on my bulb and the one you sent has two clip Pls kindly noted that
different cars have different connection way, which some have both positive and negative
electrode, while some just have positive electrode Shipping Policy Accept PayPal only 1. Orders
processed within 48 hours after payment verification exclude Weekend 2. We only ship to
confirmed ebay addresses. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Bulb - Headlight.
Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.
Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC
Delco. Shop By Vehicle. Wagner Headlight Bulb - High Beam. Click to Enlarge. Wagner
Headlight Bulb - Low Beam. Wagner BP Headlight Bulb. Wagner Headlight Bulb. Heliolite Bulb Headlight - Front. Heliolite W Bulb - Headlight. Product List Price:. Product Remark: 12v - 55W
Pack of 1. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Heliolite Bulb - Headlight - High Beam.
Product Remark: 12v - 65W Pack of 1. Heliolite Bulb - Headlight - Low Beam. Hella Headlight
Bulb. Hella P50 Headlight Bulb. Hella Bulb - Headlight - High Beam. Hella W Bulb - Headlight.
Hella W Headlight Bulb. Hella Bulb - Headlight - Low Beam. Notes: High Performance 2.
Features: Rugged High Performance. Hella Headlight Bulb - High Beam. Product Remark:
Product Remark: 12v - 55W Pack of 2. Image is not vehicle specific. Philips Headlight Bulb High Beam. Features: Philips CrystalVision ultra headlights provide a bright white light on the
road using blue coating on the glass. The perfect choice for those who want to drive with style,
without compromising on safety. Philips Headlight Bulb - Low Beam. Features: Philips
MasterDuty Headlights are designed to meet the needs of medium and heavy duty vehicles.
Made especially for class truck applications, they are the toughest and longest lasting lamps,
that is designed to withstand extreme stress and vibration. Features: Philips Standard range
provides the same Original Equipment quality as the lights we provide to automakers around
the world. Standard range offers an excellent value for every application. Philips B1 Headlight
Bulb. Philips C1 Headlight Bulb. Features: Boost your vision with X-tremeVision. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. AC Delco Headlight Bulb. Koito Bulb - Headlight - High Beam.
Product Remark: 12v - 60W Pack of 1. Koito Bulb - Headlight - Low Beam. Product Remark: 12V
- 51W Pack of 1. Eiko Headlight Bulb - High Beam. Product Remark: H11 Pack of 2. Eiko
Headlight Bulb - Low Beam. Catalog: H. Vehicle Saturn Vue. Catalog: N. Catalog: P. Catalog: A.

Catalog: B. Catalog: F. Catalog: C. Vehicle Sub Model Saturn Vue. For more information go to
We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Saturn Vue
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Headlight. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Headlight part. Quantity Sold. Shop Saturn Vue
Headlight. Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: S Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results.
Saturn Vue Headlight Customer Reviews. Feb 03, Love this site. Escalette Pierre. Purchased on
Sep 25, Jan 27, Everything works as expected once I got it, that took a little while. Harold
Harold. Purchased on Jan 05, Jan 21, Quick delivery. Great fit. Arrived one day early than
expected. Kilian Temmel. Purchased on Jan 14, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources.
Why are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create unsafe
conditions on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for other drivers as
well. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

